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01 The global personal car challenge
02 A platform for shared, electric mobility
03 Working together with cities



Global Scale

700+
Cities

60+
Countries

10B+
Cumulative Trips



100M+
Monthly active platform 

consumers

3.5M+
Active drivers

15M+
Trips per day

Engaged User Base



We share many of the same 
goals as the 600 cities we 
serve, and are committed to 
addressing the same 
challenges: reducing 
individual car ownership, 
expanding transportation 
access and helping 
governments plan future 
transportation investments.

Dara Khosrowshahi

CEO, Uber
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What if?







Route Details

Step-by-step instructions and 
real time data for ease-of-use

Mode Selection

Public transit displayed 
among travel options

Route List

Select between efficient 
transit routes

On-Trip

Toggle between steps and 
the overview map

Uber Transit | Journey Planning

Transit journey planning is available in select cities



Our launch in Denver has produced some 
exciting results:

● Over 8000+ tickets sold
● 29% week over week growth
● 44.7% 28 day user retention

In partnership 
with

Uber Transit | Mobile Ticketing

In-app Mobile 
Ticketing





We partner with transit agencies across the globe

Innisfil
Ontario

WMATA
Washington, DC

Transport
Canberra, AUS

PSTA
Tampa Bay, FL DART

Dallas, TX

City of Duluth
Duluth, GA

KCM
Seattle, WA

MBTA
Boston, MA

Commerce
Gainesville, FL

RTD
San Joaquin, CA

Tri Delta
Contra Costa, CA

Comet
Columbia, SC

PBPT
Portland, OR

LAVTA
Livermore, CA

Voorhees, NJ
MTMA

Mountain View, CA

Metro Rio
Rio de Janeiro, BR

Canberra, AUS

Uber Transit | What we do



Accessible transit

• Paratransit: we can partner with you to 

support existing paratransit programs, or 

work with you to develop a new offering.

Our products help expand transit

Complementary transit
Extend the reach of public transit with:

• First- and last-mile:

• Late-night / guaranteed rides home:

• Transit / food deserts:

On-demand public transit

On-demand, shared transit - either in a 

sedan, wheelchair accessible vehicles or 

high capacity vehicles.

Uber Transit | What we do



Data and tools for 
agencies and riders 

Analytics and insights

• Dashboards: access key metrics and data 

• Data tools: highlight the impact of transit, 

and develop  smarter policies

Uber Transit | What we do



On-demand paratransit

● Fares as low as $2.

● Shorter wait times, faster trips

● Instant, same-day booking.

● Access to wheelchair-accessible vehicles.

This pilot is an innovative way to expand the availability of 
accessible vehicles through the use of existing technology

Stephanie Pollack, 
MassDOT Secretary and CEO

Uber Transit | Accessible Transit

Accessible Transit
Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA)
Boston, MA

Per trip cost reduced

$46 to $13 

Reduced overall cost to MBTA by

6%

Increased trips by

28%



Trips in 2018

85,000

Uber Transit | On-demand public transit

This worked for us, and we're thrilled… If we were to try 
to offer the service that we offer now — so 24 hours a 
day, to any resident in the municipality — it would cost 
$8 million, so there’s absolutely no way we could have 
done that.

Cr Lynn Dollin, Deputy Mayor of Innisfil (via CBC)

On-Demand 
Public Transit
Innisfil, Canada

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/innisfil-uber-public-transit-1.4577331


On-Demand 
Shared Transit

● Two free UberPool rides per day around 

eligible DART stations

● $1 to/from station, $3 within the zone

● Order trips in the Uber app or DART 

GoPass app

Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART), Texas

$15 per rider - cost of DART’s traditional bus service, 
Now $5 per rider with Uber                             
Source: NYT

Uber Transit | On-demand public transit

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/07/technology/uber-train-bus-public-transit.html



